Appendix D. Maps of Historical Commercial and Recreational Abalone Fishing by Fishing Blocks

Figure D-1. Red abalone commercial catch from 1950 to 1997, and recreational catch for 1980 to 1997. The table (legend) codes range of commercial landings in pounds, and the range of sport take in numbers within the CDFG fishery block system (map). The graph displays the commercial take (pounds) and sport take (numbers) by year.
Figure D-2. Pink abalone commercial catch from 1950 to 1997, and recreational catch for 1980 to 1997. The table (legend) codes range of commercial landings in pounds, and the range of sport take in numbers within the CDFG fishery block system (map). The graph displays the commercial take (pounds) and sport take (numbers) by year.
Figure D-3. Green abalone commercial catch from 1950 to 1997, and recreational catch for 1980 to 1997. The table (legend) codes range of commercial landings in pounds, and the range of sport take in numbers within the CDFG fishery block system (map). The graph displays the commercial take (pounds) and sport take (numbers) by year.
Figure D-4. Black abalone commercial catch from 1950 to 1997, and recreational catch for 1980 to 1997. The table (legend) codes range of commercial landings in pounds, and the range of sport take in numbers within the CDFG fishery block system (map). The graph displays the commercial take (pounds) and sport take (numbers) by year.
Figure D-5. White abalone commercial catch from 1950 to 1997, and recreational catch for 1980 to 1997. The table (legend) codes range of commercial landings in pounds, and the range of sport take in numbers within the CDFG fishery block system (map). The graph displays the commercial take (pounds) and sport take (numbers) by year.
Figure D-6. Pinto abalone commercial catch from 1950 to 1997. The table (legend) codes range of commercial landings in pounds within the CDFG fishery block system (map). The graph displays the commercial take (pounds) by year.
Figure D-7. Flat abalone commercial catch from 1950 to 1997. The table (legend) codes range of commercial landings in pounds within the CDFG fishery block system (map). The graph displays the commercial take (pounds).